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Objective 
Locomotion scoring is commonly used to score gait, but there is limited agreement as to what 
systems are best or how valuable actual scores are. Unlike in cattle, there are no well-developed, 
well-established gait scoring systems in goats. One recent paper suggested that the lack of a 
category for uneven gait was a failing in most goat locomotion score systems (creating a 5-point 
system from a four point-system with three categories for lame goats). The aim of this paper is to 
use data from locomotion scoring on 4 commercial goat farms to assess whether this conclusion 
is correct and to reflect on the importance of using actual scores rather than simple lame/not lame 
dichotomies. 
 
Materials and methods 
We adapted a four-point scoring system used for cattle (AHDB/DairyNZ lameness score), which 
has two categories for lame cows and also a category for imperfect gait. Locomotion scoring was 
then attempted on four dairy goat farms. Goats on each farm were scored walking back to their 
pens after milking, with the observer being positioned in a vehicle approximately 10 metres 
away from the walking goats to reduce distraction. This ensured that the maximum number of 
goats were scored on each occasion and that they were all scored walking on a hard surface. 
 
Results 
Locomotion scoring proved feasible on only three-fourths of the farms. On the fourth farm, the 
distance from the parlour to the pen was too short. Over the two occasions on each of the three 
farms, 80% of goats had normal gait, with 13% being lame but still weightbearing. Imperfect gait 
without lameness was rare (4% of scores) as was lameness without weightbearing or lameness 
with a clear effect on walking speed (3%). The locomotion scoring system proved, as in cows, to 
be an achievable method of scoring large numbers of animals. 
 
Conclusions 
These results highlight the question of whether the actual scores in a locomotion system are 
useful in a farm context (and even in a research context). The top score we used was equivalent 
to the top two scores in the 5-point system (and the 4-point system it was adapted from). From a 
practical perspective, lame goats that are reluctant to move forward or weight bear should be 
treated immediately the same as goats that are unwilling or unable to do so. Distinguishing 
between them has little relevance to farm staff. From a research perspective, these top scores are 
very rare – no goats scored 5 in the study of the 5-point system and only 3% scored the top score 
in the original study that developed the 4-point system they extended, so there may be little to 
lose by encompassing top scores in a broader severely lame category. The same applies in cattle 
too, where the top score in the most commonly used 5-point system (an inability or extreme 
reluctance to bear weight on one or more of limbs/feet) is very rarely recorded. It’s not just an 
absent score that is the issue – comparisons of scoring systems often equates the top score of a 5-
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point system with that of a 4-point system, even when it is clear from their descriptors that the 
top score of a 4-point is (broadly) equivalent to the top two scores of a 5-point system. 
 
Regarding imperfect gait, it was suggested that including this category could result in earlier on-
farm lameness detection. The same definitely does not occur in cattle (where some systems just 
tally imperfect gait rather than record the identity of the infected cow) and our results suggest 
that, in goats, imperfect gait is much rarer than in cows. This is in direct disagreement with the 
original 5-point study, which suggested that the number of goats with normal and imperfect gait 
was equivalent. However, that was based on individually observing goats, rather than observing 
in a group, which is the only way that large numbers of goats will be examinable. So, either 
imperfect gait in goats reflects incipient lameness, but is almost impossible to detect on farm, or 
observing individual goats identifies quirks in goat gait, which are not of clinical importance and 
will not be detected when goats walk in a group. 
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